The electroweak phase transition is studied at nite temperature. The e ective action is given to higher orders, including wave function correction factors and the full g 4 ; 2 e ective potential. An upper bound for the Higgs mass m H 70 GeV is concluded for the reliability of the perturbative approach. A gauge invariant treatment of the phase transition is presented.
Introduction
At high temperatures (T ) the spontaneously broken electroweak symmetry is restored. Since the baryonnumber violating processes are unsuppressed at high T , there is a possibility to understand the observed baryon asymmetry within the standard model 1]. However, a departure from thermal equilibrium, a su ciently strong rst order phase transition via bubble nucleation is needed.
In Sect. 2 the nite T wave function corrections of the SU(2)-Higgs model to one-loop order 2] and the e ective potential to order g 4 ; 2 will be studied 3]. This gives a range of Higgs boson masses (m H ) for which the derivative expansion of the e ective action is reliable. Sect. 3 contains the gauge-invariant treatment of the nite T electroweak e ective potential 4]. This is of particular importance for comparison with lattice simulations 5], where the expectation value of y is well suited to characterize the broken phase, and the corresponding e ective potential has been evaluated 6]. To get the e ective action ] at nite temperature a systematic expansion is needed where in all propagators the tree-level masses are replaced by one-loop plasma masses to order g 2 and .
At one-loop order this improved perturbation theory yields the e ective potential to order g 3 2 t ). The strength of the electroweak phase transition is rather sensitive to the nonperturbative magnetic mass of the gauge bosons. In Landau gauge the one-loop gap equations yield m T = g 2 T=(3 ) at ' = 0. In order to estimate its e ect we will replace 8] the previous de nition of m T by m 2 T = 2 g 4 T 2 =(9 2 ) + g 2 ' 2 =4 and compute sensitive quantities for di erent values of .
V eff of (1) has degenerate local minima at ' = 0 and ' = ' c > 0 at a critical temperature The full result of order g 4 ; 2 predicts a stronger rst order phase transition than the lower order results. We plot the potential using di erent approximations for the SU(2) Higgs-model at their respective T c (Fig.  2) . The expectation value of the Higgs eld does not change dramatically, but there is an order of magnitude di erence between the heights of the barrier. No convergence of the perturbation series can be claimed for these parameters.
The surface tension, =
2V ('; T c ), may be seen as a measure of the strength of the phase transition (Fig. 3) . The g 4 ; 2 result gives a radiatively induced quartic term and a better approximation of the temperature integrals, thus ensures that does not grow for small m H . For large m H the higher order result produces an increase in .
The full standard model calculation with zero temperature renormalization has also been done. The qualitative behaviour of the potential is essentially the same as for the SU(2)-Higgs model.
As it has been shown in the previous subsection wave function correction terms suggest that the perturbative approach becomes unreliable for large Higgs masses. In this subsection the analysis of the g 4 ; 2 contributions to V eff led to a very similar conclusion.
The results of this subsection are from Ref. 3] , where the details of the calculation and the full standard model analysis can also be found.
Gauge invariant treatment of the electroweak phase transition
In this section the e ective potential for the composite eld = 2 y will be calculated 4]. For simplicity, the Higgs model in three dimensions is studied 11].
The SU (2) Comparing the two potentials (4) and (5) the rst di erence is the range of the elds. For (5) one has 0 ' 2 < 1, whereas for (4) the eld varies in the range 1 < < 1. In (5) the symmetric phase is represented by the point ' = 0, whereas in (4) by the half-axis 0. At small values of the potential increases very steeply. The second important di erence is that the non-analytic terms of the gauge invariant potential do not depend on m 2 . Hence, this potential can also be used for m 2 < 0, where the symmetric phase is unstable.
We have performed the above calculation for the SU (2) We have evaluated several observables for the conventional and for the gauge invariant e ective potentials. The critical temperatures are di erent, but very similar. For Higgs masses between 30 GeV and 120 GeV the ratio (T c T b )=T b di ers by at most 40%. The latent heat di ers by about 70% at m H = 120 GeV.
